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Abstract 
 
In stainless steel production, raw material costs dominate the total production cost for the primary 
product. In a typical 18Cr-8Ni stainless steel grade, about 70 % of the total cost is related to the 
raw materials. Chromium is one of the major constituents of stainless steel. Consequently, the 
chrome recovery is essential for overall process economy. 

The aim of the European steel producers is to use all slags to come closer to the target of zero 
waste steel-making. To reach this target, ECSC has supported this research project on the way to 
improve the economy and ecology of the production of high alloy steel. To find new applications on 
fields with high quality demands for the byproduct slag is one of the most important prerequisites. 

– The primary objective of this research programme was to decrease the scorification of chrome 
during high alloy steelmaking and to improve the environmental behaviour of the slag by means 
of: 

– prevention of chrome scorification by optimisation of furnace atmosphere and slag forming 
materials; 

– decreasing of the chrome scorification by use of reduction agents during melting; 

– reduction of slag to minimise its chrome content before tapping.  

Finally, the chrome leaching from the slag has to be suppressed by means of 

– additions to the solid slag to reduce the chrome leaching and/or 

– modification of liquid slag to fix the chrome into stable mineral phases. 

The results of those tests show: 

– the reduction of chrome from liquid slag does not decrease chrome leaching to values 
acceptable by the administration; 

– further treatment of the slag to suppress chrome leaching is necessary either by treatment of 
the solid slag or by treatment of the liquid slag; 

– the treatment of solid slag by addition of chrome reducing agents has a temporary limited 
success; 

– but it is possible to bind chrome into stable mineral phases in the slag and thus suppress 
chrome leaching, durable. 

After having improved the ecology of the slag further investigations on their mechanical properties 
showed that the treated slags are suitable for application on fields with highest quality demands 
and are therefore comparable with other EAF slags from carbon steelmaking. Summarising, this 
research work has shown the principal feasibility to reduce the chrome content in the slag and to 
improve the ecology of the slag. 

 


